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Marian Peck Dirda:
paper conservator
and instructor
at a large
institution
with library holdings (variety of art, cartographies,
manuscripts,
rare documents)
Don Etherington:
library conservation
administrator;
manuscripts,
art on paper, and rare bookson
Norvell Jones:
chief conservator at a large institution;
documents ranging from non-intrinsic
value (information
only) to documents having the highest intrinsic
value
Denise Thomas: paper conservator
for a museum, art on paper
Pamela Young-Randolph:
paper conservator
at a regional center
(formerly) and now in private practice.
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[Quotations and references
in the following presentations
are drawn
from the American Institute
for Conservation Code of Ethics and
Standards of Practice as most recently published in the American
Institute
for Conservation Directory, 1984-85, Washington, D.C.:
The American Institute
for Conservation of Historic and Artistic
Works, 1984, pp. 10-23. --Editor]
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